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A Hop,  S kip,  and a  J ump Away

A Hop, Skip, and a Jump Away

My camera was always off, my microphone always muted. I let the teacher go on a tangent and tuned in when I
heard the word ‘test’. Or when we were summoned to work on an assignment. The assignments that would be
submitted online. Not in person.

Being at home was great for me, while others found it to be the bane of their existence. At my house, I could relax.
No one was there to comment about how my clothes slipped from my shoulders or how every lunch period I chose
to traipse the hallways rather than settle down for a meal. 

Yes, it took much less energy to stare at a screen and turn in an assignment than worry about someone catching me
with a toothbrush in the last bathroom stall.

Although, now our school has issued a new attendance policy to be implemented tomorrow. Each student must turn
on their camera at the beginning of class to be counted for attendance. 

I did my work. I was early to every meeting. Why did my attendance make any difference? They didn’t need to see
the hollow spaces gracing my face, or the bones holding what was left of my flesh. 

“What will everyone be having for lunch?” Our teacher asked and I stared at the flickering screen as a few kids
turned on their cameras.

“Probably a sandwich. I dunno.” Johnathan mumbled through sketchy internet.
Johnathan never had good Internet. His picture was always frozen between him moving and his mom arguing with him
about dirty laundry. Any dialogue that came through was glitchy and jarring. 

“Anyone else?”

“I’m ordering in from my favorite restaurant.” Sophia said, her nails clacking against her keyboard. 

Those stupid nails annoyed me. Even when we were in person, Sophia’s nails mocked my existence. The way she
pinched her straight, greasy hair and drew lines on her desk with the sharp end. Or brought a nail file and decided to
have herself a manicure in the middle of class. Not to mention, she actively called them ‘ghetto’ which made me want
to knock her teeth out.

“And that’s time. Have a great day everybody.” Our teacher took a few seconds to find the red X at the top of the
screen and the meeting ended with blank stares and solemn faces. 

Taking a deep breath, I leaned back and pulled out my broken phone. I wonder what’s happening on social media?
I’d stayed off of my phone for a few days after my friend had asked me if I was doing okay. 

What did ‘doing okay’ even mean anymore?



Remembering that made me put the phone back down as I directed my attention back to my work. I stared down at
the open Physics textbook and grumbled. Ten pages of reading due tomorrow. I was a good student and pretty much
always did my work.

Yes, even from home I did my work. 

But ten pages of reading? That didn’t sound like something I felt like doing right now. Lately things have grown
numb. Even the line up of straight-A’s had begun to vex me with their conformity. 

Conform to impress the oppressors… oh, I mean professors.

A girl named Nikki from my english class had just received a full-ride to the college of her dreams. And don’t get me
wrong! That was great for her. 

But why wasn’t it me?

“Get into a good college! It’s just a hop, skip, and a jump away!” The motivational ads pressed. 

Well, when you put it like that, it sounded like a video game. Level up to get a good SAT score. Gain experience to
ace a college interview. Colleges really only picked the players with the best stats.

They didn’t look at the player’s background. Oh, unless they wanted some color for their school pictures. Or a few
women to pander to the media. A ‘something out-of-nothing’ story might be good for the website, too.

So that left me to try my best in school and obtain high grades.

Seemed pointless now though, as halfway through senior year I had already applied to the colleges I wanted to.
Senioritis hits hard. Especially when you didn’t have a whole lot of motivation to begin freshman year in the first
place.
My email alert chimed and I sighed, looking down my gray hoodie. This hoodie used to fit me pretty well. The
sleeves didn’t slip and the waist didn’t indent in the middle. It had been through some hardships, for sure. And who
knows the last time I switched it for the tighter fitting one I had gotten for my 18th birthday. I was an adult now.

“Don’t grow up too fast! Life is just a hop, skip, and a jump away!” My step-mother told me. 
Flo, my step-mom, was perhaps the more cheerful one in this household. She urged me to sign up for every
scholarship, every leadership summit, every extra-cirricular club. 

But my mother was more or less the opposite. Hera never told me to go that extra mile. 

“Angel,” she would mutter under her thin glasses and thrift store charm bracelet, “Don’t let those grades slip. I
won’t be paying one cent to your college.”

Hera had never gone to college, really. She stayed back at the nearest diner waiting tables and shaving her hair off
when someone commented on it. She met Flo and promptly shaved her head the next day.

Myself, I had never taken a liking to either side of the spectrum. I didn’t need to be bound for an Ivy League
school, nor did I aspire to pick up a job at the local bar. I just wanted something where no one would talk about the
scars circling my wrists like sharks. Was that too much to ask for?
Flo and Hera were watching a movie in the den when I walked out, the soft smell of home-cooking wafting through
the hallways. So, just like at school, I made it my routine to walk around aimlessly. Looking at cobwebs on the
ceiling and envying the flies wadded up in the threads. 
They didn’t have to worry about which college would accept them. Or if they’d make a steady living. Or if a scale
determined their diet.

They just hung there, curled in a cocoon of death.

I walked up the stairs and out onto the balcony connected to my parents’ bedroom. It overlooked our driveway,



facing the neighborhood. An old basketball hoop stood tall and crooked to the left and the enclosure for our old pet
bunny sat empty by the makeshift grave. 
I barely got a good look at it before a hunger pain crunched my stomach into atoms. It shook my legs and pulled my
arms towards the hurt, pawing at what I thought was the source of the ache. 
It dissipated for a second before coming back and I leaned over the edge of the balcony, trying to press the rusted
rail against my waist. 

You know… why couldn’t I have what the others had? Why did Sophia and Jonathan get to eat lunch? Why did
Nikki get a full-ride into the college of her choice? Why did the flies get to be bundled up in their warm cocoons?

But.. maybe it was closer than I thought.

Maybe it was as easy as they told me.

“It’s just a hop, skip, and a jump away.”

So I walked back to the balcony’s door,
Hopped, skipped,

And jumped.


